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ABSTRACT
We studied the effects of aminoglycosides and
changing Mg2+ ion concentration on the accuracy of
initial codon selection by aminoacyl-tRNA in ternary
complex with elongation factor Tu and GTP (T3 )
on mRNA programmed ribosomes. Aminoglycosides
decrease the accuracy by changing the equilibrium
constants of ‘monitoring bases’ A1492, A1493 and
G530 in 16S rRNA in favor of their ‘activated’ state by
large, aminoglycoside-specific factors, which are the
same for cognate and near-cognate codons. Increasing Mg2+ concentration decreases the accuracy by
slowing dissociation of T3 from its initial codon- and
aminoglycoside-independent binding state on the ribosome. The distinct accuracy-corrupting mechanisms for aminoglycosides and Mg2+ ions prompted
us to re-interpret previous biochemical experiments
and functional implications of existing high resolution ribosome structures. We estimate the upper thermodynamic limit to the accuracy, the ‘intrinsic selectivity’ of the ribosome. We conclude that aminoglycosides do not alter the intrinsic selectivity but reduce
the fraction of it that is expressed as the accuracy
of initial selection. We suggest that induced fit increases the accuracy and speed of codon reading at
unaltered intrinsic selectivity of the ribosome.
INTRODUCTION
Intracellular protein synthesis relies on ribosomal translation of messenger RNA (mRNA) encoded genetic information to sequences of amino acid (aa) residues (1–4). For
maximal fitness, the bacterial ribosome is composed of few
large RNA chains and a large number of ribosomal proteins of small and uniform size (5) and it translates mRNA
with high speed and accuracy (2,6–9). The elongation factor GTPases Tu (EF-Tu) and G (EF-G) increase the rates
of binding of aminoacyl-tRNA to the ribosomal A site and
translocation of mRNA and tRNAs along the ribosomal
* To

frame by five (9,10) and four (11) orders of magnitude, respectively.
Aminoacyl-tRNA (aa-tRNA) in ternary complex with
EF-Tu and GTP (T3 ) binds to the ribosomal A/T site (1,2).
In response to matching or non-matching mRNA codon in
the A site, the T3 -bound GTP is rapidly hydrolyzed allowing aa-tRNA to accommodate into the A/A site or, alternatively, intact T3 in the GTP form rapidly leaves the ribosome
(1). Initial codon selection by T3 ends upon GTP hydrolysis
(12). The accuracy of initial selection is provided by codonanticodon interactions and amplified by activation of the
monitoring bases A1492, A1493 and G530 of 16S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) for binding to the codon-anticodon helix
(1,13,14). The accuracy of bacterial mRNA translation into
peptide sequence is further amplified by proofreading (15–
18), which occurs after hydrolysis of GTP in T3 and leads
to high-probability-dissociation of near-cognate aa-tRNA
(10,19,20). Together, initial selection and proofreading ensure a remarkably high accuracy of genetic code translation
in vivo (21,22), but there are also notably high error ‘hot
spots’, often involving U:G mismatches (9,21,22).
Ribosome speed (11) and translation errors (7,9,12,23)
are sensitive to the concentration, [Mg2+ ], of free Mg2+ ions.
Increasing [Mg2+ ] is deleterious. It reduces the accuracy of
codon reading by an incoming aa-tRNA in both initial and
proofreading codon selection steps (9,10,12,24), transforms
near-cognate ternary complex into competitive inhibitors of
cognate codon reading (8,25) and inhibits the EF-G dependent translocation (11,26). At the same time, Mg2+ ions are
essential for the stability of the 70S ribosome structure (27),
suggesting that the intracellular Mg2+ concentration is fine
tuned for high viability and rapid growth of bacteria (27,28).
Free [Mg2+ ] in E. coli has been estimated to be in the 1–2
mM range (29), slightly below the [Mg2+ ] value of 2.3 mM
which, together with polyamines and other components of
the ‘polymix’ buffer (23), calibrates the accuracy of translation in the test-tube (28) to that in the bacterial cell (22).
Aminoglycosides corrupt the accuracy of initial codon
selection and proofreading in genetic code translation (30–
32) and inhibit EF-G dependent translocation of mRNA
and tRNAs (26,33,34). They induce hyper-activation of the
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monitoring bases A1492, A1493 and G530 of 16S rRNA
(14,35–37) for contact not only with cognate (13,14) but
also with near-cognate codon-anticodon helices in the decoding center of the ribosome (14). It has been suggested
that increasing [Mg2+ ] induces hyper-activation of the monitoring bases, thereby corrupting the accuracy of codon selection and inhibiting translocation by a similar mechanism
(7,11,14). It has also been proposed that the accuracy of initial codon selection is greatly enhanced by a particular induced fit mechanism (38–40) conferring a much smaller rate
constant for GTPase activation on EF-Tu in near-cognate
than cognate cases (24,40,41) and, furthermore, that aminoglycosides increase the near-cognate GTPase rate constant
and leaves the cognate one unaltered (30,32).
Here, we used a cell free system for ribosomal protein
synthesis with E. coli components (12) to quantify the effects of [Mg2+ ] and aminoglycosides on the accuracy of
initial codon selection. We also measured a mean dissociation time of an A-site bound T3 , assembled with PhetRNAPhe and a GTPase deficient His84Ala EF-Tu mutant (42). The experiments were performed in absence of
aminoglycosides or presence of paromomycin, gentamicin
or neomycin. In contrast to earlier proposals (7,14), including our own (11), we found that high [Mg2+ ] and aminoglycosides corrupt the accuracy of initial codon selection by
different mechanisms. Both agents affect T3 -bound ribosomal complexes in a codon-anticodon independent manner
but, while increasing [Mg2+ ] selectively stabilizes the initial
T3 •ribosome complex, aminoglycosides selectively stabilize
the pre-GTPase T3 •ribosome complex with activated monitoring bases. We use our data to estimate the upper thermodynamic limit to the accuracy, the ‘intrinsic selectivity’
of the ribosome. Aminoglycosides and [Mg2+ ] do not affect
the intrinsic selectivity but, instead, decrease the fraction of
it that is expressed as current accuracy. We also conclude
that although an induced fit mechanism leaves the intrinsic
selectivity unaltered, it may enhance both the accuracy and
speed of initial codon selection on the ribosome.

ATP or GTP molecule chelates one Mg2+ and PEP chelates
Mg2+ with a Kd -value of 6 mM (43).
Measurement of kcat /Km for cognate initial selection reaction
Ribosome mixture contained 70S ribosomes (0.3–2 M),
f[3 H]Met-tRNAfMet (0.45–2.5 M), mRNA (0.45–2.5 M),
IF1 (0.45–2.5 M), IF2 (0.15–0.5 M), IF3 (0.45–1.5 M)
in polymix buffer with the energy regeneration components
and varying concentrations of extra Mg(OAc)2 . Ternary
complex mixture contained tRNAs (2–5 M), EF-Tu (0.15–
1 M), [3 H]GTP (0.15–0.5 M), amino acid (0.2 mM)
and aa-tRNA synthetase (1.5 units/l) in polymix buffer
with energy regeneration components and varying concentrations of extra Mg(OAc)2 . When studying the effects of
aminoglycosides, 10 M of paromomycin, gentamicin or
neomycin were added to the both mixes. All the concentrations here refer to the component concentrations in the final
reaction mixture.
Pre-initiated 70S ribosomes, with f[3 H]Met-tRNAfMet in
the P site, were formed by incubation of the ribosome mixture at 37◦ C for 10 min. Ternary complexes were formed
by incubating the ternary complex mixture at 37◦ C for 15
min. Ribosome and ternary complex mixtures were rapidly
mixed in a quench-flow instrument (RQF-3, KinTek Corp.)
and quenched with 17% formic acid (final concentration)
at specific time points. In order to estimate the concentration of active 70S initial complexes, equal volumes (10 l)
of ribosome and ternary mixtures were also mixed with addition of EF-Ts (1.5 M). The reaction was incubated at
37◦ C for 1 min followed by quenching with formic acid (17%
final). All samples were centrifuged at 20 000 × g for 15
min at 4◦ C, and the fractions of [3 H]GTP and [3 H]GDP,
or the extent of [3 H]dipeptide formed for the control experiments, were quantified using ion-exchange or reversed
phase HPLC equipped with a ␤-RAM model 3 radioactivity detector (IN/US Systems) as described previously (9).
Measurement of kcat /Km for near-cognate initial selection

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Reagents and buffer conditions
Purified Escherichia coli components including initiation
factors, elongation factors, 70S ribosomes (MRE 600) and
f[3 H]Met-tRNAfMet as well as synthetic mRNAs were prepared as described previously (9) and references therein.
Native tRNAPhe were from Chemical Block. [3 H]Met and
[3 H]GTP were from Perkin Elmer. Other chemicals were either from Sigma-Aldrich or Merck. All experiments were
performed at 37◦ C in polymix buffer (23) containing 95 mM
KCl, 5 mM NH4 Cl, 0.5 mM CaCl2 , 8 mM putrescine, 1 mM
spermidine, 5 mM potassium phosphate, 1 mM DTE and
5 mM Mg(OAc)2 . The buffer also contained 1 mM ATP
+ 1 mM GTP for the ribosome mixture or 2 mM ATP for
the ternary complex mixture and energy regenerating components: 10 mM phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP), 50 g/ml
pyruvate kinase (PK), and 2 g/ml myokinase (MK). Extra
Mg(OAc)2 was added to adjust the free Mg2+ concentration
in the reaction. Free [Mg2+ ]varies from 1.3 to 25 mM with
addition of 0 to 30 mM extra Mg(OAc)2 assuming that one
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Near-cognate reactions were performed identically to the
cognate reactions except that, in cases where near-cognate
GTP hydrolysis reactions were slow, the mixing was performed manually rather than in a quench flow instrument.
Transformation of [3 H]GDP to [3 H]GTP by the energy regeneration system was limited by the slow dissociation rate
of GDP from EF-Tu, kex GDP , (∼0.01 s−1 in absence of EFTs). Furthermore, the slow rate of exchange of [3 H]GTP for
unlabeled GTP on the ternary complex (kex GTP ) decreased
the [3 H]GDP signal. For precise parameter estimation a
cognate reaction was always performed in parallel with the
near-cognate one (12). Two ribosome mixtures, containing
mRNAs with either cognate or near-cognate A-site codon,
were prepared as described above. A ternary complex mixture was also prepared as described above, and divided
into two mixtures for cognate and near-cognate reaction.
Ribosome and ternary complex mixtures were mixed and
quenched by 17% (final) formic acid after varying incubation times. The two resulting curves (Figure 1, black and
red curves), sharing the plateau of GTP hydrolysis, kex GDP ,
and kex GTP , were jointly fitted (12) (see also SI, Eq. S46
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A GTPase deficient EF-Tu mutant (H84A) (42) was used to
prepare a a ternary complex, T3(H84A), mixture as described
above in the section ‘Measurement of kcat /Km for cognate
initial selection reaction’. T3(H84A) was pre-bound to mRNA
programmed ribosomes with a cognate codon in the A site
in the absence of drug or presence of 10 M Par, Gen or
Neo. The mean dissociation time, τdi ss I of T3(H84A) was estimated in chase experiments by addition of native cognate
T3 with wild type EF-Tu in a five-fold smaller concentration than T3(H84A) in the absence and in equal concentration in the presence of drugs. The time course of dipeptide formation was then measured essentially as described
above in the section ‘Measurement of kcat /Km for cognate
initial selection reaction’ except that the mixing was done
manually. The experiments were performed at 2.3 mM free
[Mg2+ ], a concentration at which the accuracy of our cellfree protein synthesis system matches that in the living E.
coli cell (22,28). To obtain the mean dissociation time, τdi ss I ,
of T3(H84A), the mean time of dipeptide formation was multiplied by a factor of six in the absence and by a factor of
two in the presence of aminoglycosides. The rationale behind such a correction is that at the native T3 concentration
5-fold below that of T3(H84A) the probability of native T3
binding after T3(H84A) dissociation and, hence, of dipeptide
formation is only one per six. This effectively slows dipeptide formation rate in the absence of drug by a factor of six
making it possible to conduct the experiment ‘by hand’. At
equal T3 and T3(H84A) concentrations the probability of native T3 binding after T3(H84A) dissociation is one per two and
the dipeptide formation rate is slowed by the same factor.
Details of this procedure are provided in SI (see Eq. S33).
RESULTS
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Figure 1. Effects of paromomycin on the kinetics of GTP hydrolysis
on ternary complexes reading cognate (UUC) and near-cognate (CUC)
codons. Time courses of [3 H]GDP accumulation after mixing ternary complexes [3 H]GTP·EF-Tu·Phe-tRNAPhe with excess of mRNA programmed
70S ribosomes with cognate codon UUC (black squares) or near-cognate
codon CUC (red circles) in the A-site. Cognate and near-cognate reactions
were conducted in parallel at 1.3 mM free Mg2+ concentration (high accuracy condition). [3 H]GDP accumulation in fast time scale is shown in
inserts. Actual rates, k, of GTP hydrolysis for T3 reading UUC and CUC
codons were obtained from fits of the corresponding curves (see M&M for
details). Panel A: (no drug) k = 34 s−1 for UUC and k = 0.024 s−1 for
CUC reading. Panel B: (with Paromomycin) k = 32 s−1 for UUC and k =
1.3 s−1 for CUC reading.

for details). To estimate active ribosome concentration for
near-cognate reactions, a separate ternary complex mixture
was prepared with the corresponding cognate tRNA in the
presence of EF-Ts (1.5 M), and reacted with the ribosome
complex in equal volumes (10 l). Analysis of all 3 H-labeled
products was performed as described for the cognate reactions.
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Accuracy of initial codon selection and its tuning by Mg2+
ions and aminoglycosides
We studied the effects of varying free [Mg2+ ] in the 1.3–25
mM interval and aminoglycoside addition on the kinetic
efficiency, (kcat /Km )xI , of cognate (x = c) UUC (Phe) or
near-cognate (x = nc1) CUC (Leu), (x = nc2) UCC (Ser)
or (x = nc3) UUA (Leu) codon reading by Phe-tRNAPhe
in ternary complex (T3 ) with EF-Tu and GTP. The experiments were performed in the absence of aminoglycoside (I
= 0) or in the presence of paromomycin (I = P), gentamicin (I = G) or neomycin (I = N). A single T3 solution was
prepared for mixing with each one of solutions containing
mRNA programmed ribosomes with fMet-tRNAfMet in the
P site and a UUC, CUC, UCC or UUA codon in the A
site (see Materials and Methods). GTP hydrolysis reactions
were started by mixing equal volumes of T3 and ribosome
solutions. The reactions were quenched by formic acid at
different incubation times and the extent of GTP hydrolysis
was quantified as described in Materials and Methods. The
mRNA programmed 70S ribosomes were always present in
excess over T3 , and the rate of GTP hydrolysis (k), defined
as the inverse of the mean time for the hydrolytic reaction
(44), was measured at several concentrations, [R1 ], of active ribosomes. Conditional on proportionality between k
and [R1 ], (kcat /Km )-values were estimated as k/[R1 ] (12). In
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similar for I = 0, P, G and N and inequalities (kcat /Km )nci
0 <
nci
nci
(kcat /Km )nci
<(k
/K
)
<(k
/K
)
hold
for
all
studied
cat
m
cat
m
P
G
N
near-cognate codons (CUC (i = 1), UCC (i = 2) and UUA
(i = 3)) at all values of [Mg2+ ] (Figure 2, Supplementary
Figures S2 and S3). From these data we infer that the error
induction mechanisms of Mg2+ ions and aminoglycosides
are distinct (see Discussion).
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Figure 2. Effects of [Mg2+ ] and paromomycin on the kinetic efficiency
(kcat /Km ) of cognate and near-cognate GTPase reactions. Log10 -values of
kcat /Km of GTP hydrolysis in T3 ([3 H]GTP·EF-Tu·Phe-tRNAPhe ) reading cognate (UUC) or near-cognate (CUC) codonplotted as functions of
[Mg2+ ] in the presence ( , UUC; , CUC) or absence ( , UUC; , CUC)
of paromomycin.

cognate cases, hydrolysis of [3 H]GTP was much faster than
regeneration of [3 H]GTP from EF-Tu bound [3 H]GDP, allowing for estimation of the k parameter directly from single exponential fitting (Figure 1A, insert). In near-cognate
cases, GTP hydrolysis reaction was much slower (Figure
1A). Therefore estimation of k required concomitant determination of the rate of [3 H]GTP regeneration from EF-Tu
bound [3 H]GDP and the rate of exchange of [3 H]GTP in T3
with unlabeled, free GTP (see Materials and Methods for
details). The addition of paromomycin had negligible effect
on the rate, k, of GTP hydrolysis reaction in the cognate
cases (Figure 1B, insert) but increased greatly the k-values
of the near-cognate reactions (Figure 1B and B insert). Also
gentamicin and neomycin addition had negligible effect on
the cognate k-value but increased the rate of near-cognate
GTP hydrolysis reaction by even larger factors than paromomycin (see Supplementary Figure S1).
Estimates of cognate (kcat /Km )c0 and (kcat /Km )cP as well
nc1
as near-cognate (kcat /Km )nc1
0 and (kcat /Km ) P parameters at
2+
different [Mg ] values are plotted in Figure 2. The [Mg2+ ]
dependencies of cognate (kcat /Km )cI parameters and nearcognate (kcat /Km )nci
I parameters for reading the CUC, UCC
and UUA near-cognate codons in the absence of aminoglycosides and in the presence of paromomycin, gentamicin or neomycin are shown in Supplementary Figures S2
and S3. In the cognate cases, the [Mg2+ ] dependent parameters (kcat /Km )c0 and (kcat /Km )cP are virtually identical (Figure 2) as they increase from 37 μM−1 s−1 at 1.3
mM free [Mg2+ ] to a plateau value of 150 μM−1 s−1 at 25
mM [Mg2+ ]. At the same time, the [Mg2+ ] dependencies
nc1
of near–cognate (kcat /Km )nc1
0 and (kcat /Km ) P differ greatly
nc1
2+
(Figure 2). At 1.3 mM [Mg ], (kcat /Km )0 is more than
three orders of magnitude smaller than (kcat /Km )c0 while
nc1
(kcat /Km )nc1
P is about 20-fold larger than (kcat /Km )0 . At in2+
creasing [Mg ] all curves in Figure 2 converge towards similar plateau values. The cognate (kcat /Km )cI values are very
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Impact of aminoglycosides on efficiency-accuracy trade-off
in initial codon selection
Using data presented in the previous section the cognate codon reading efficiency, (kcat /Km )cI , was plotted versus the initial codon selection accuracy, Anci
I =
(kcat /Km )cI /(kcat /Km )nci
I in the absence (I = 0) or presence of
different aminoglycosides (I = P, G or N) and near-cognate
codons CUC (i = 1), UCC (i = 2) or UUA (i = 3) at varying [Mg2+ ] (Figure 3). Linear efficiency-accuracy trade-off
plots (9,12) were obtained in all cases as shown for i = 1,
2 or 3 in Figure 3A, B or C, respectively. All trade-off lines
are accounted for by Equation (1) (derived in SI, Eq. S14)
nci
with [Mg2+ ]-independent k1 and deI
parameters (12):

c
d nci − Anci
kcat
I
= k1 eI nci
,
(1)
KM I
deI − 1
The rate constant for association of ternary complex to
the ribosome, k1 , is estimated as the value of (kcat /KM )c at
the intercept of a trade-off line with the vertical A = 1 axis.
nci
The effective selectivity parameter, deI
, is operationally defined from the A-value of the intercept of each trade-off line
with the horizontal (kcat /KM )c = 0 axis (Figure 3). From
the plots in Figure 3 k1 was estimated as 150 μM−1 s−1
nci
nc1
and the deI
values in the absence of drugs as de0
= 1760,
nc2
nc3
de0 = 5900 and de0 =1200. The latter estimates are very
similar to those obtained in previous work for the same
nci
tRNA and near-cognate codons (9). The de0
-value denc1
nc2
nc3
creased to de P =75, de P =420 and de P =110 by addition
nc1
nc2
nc3
of paromomycin; to deG
=17, deG
=100 and deG
=15 by
nc1
nc2
addition of gentamicin; and to deN =3.9, deN =30 and
nc3
deN
=9 by addition of neomycin (Table 1). The fold denci
crease in de0
upon aminoglycoside addition was in each
nci
nci
case quantified as a de0
/deI
ratio, as shown for i = 1, 2,
nci
nci
3 and I = P, G, N in Table 1. Importantly, the de0
/deI
ratios in Table 1 also quantify the fold of aminoglycosideinduced decrease in current accuracy of initial codon selecnci
2+
tion (Anci
0 /AI ) at any Mg ion concentration. This follows
from linearity of the trade-off plots in Figure 3 and from the
aminoglycoside-insensitivity of the cognate (kcat /Km )cI parameters (Figure 2 and Supplementary Figure S2). Therefore, these ratios also estimate the effects of aminoglycosides on the initial selection accuracy in the living cell. The
nci
nci
de0
/deI
ratios are similar for different near-cognate codons
nc
nc
(different i-values). We defined average ratios, de0
/deI
=
3

nci
nci
(1/3) de0
/deI
, to estimate the decrease in effective sei =1

nc
lectivity of codon reading by paromomycin (de0
/dencP = 16),
nc
nc
nc
nc
gentamicin (de0
/deG
= 80) and neomycin (de0
/deN
= 260)
(Table 2). Although neomycin and paromomycin induce
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Figure 4. The effects of aminoglycosides on the dissociation-mean-time
of GTPase-deficient cognate ternary complex. Time traces of dipeptide formation mirrow slow dissociation of GTPase deficient T3 (EFTu(H84A)·GTP·Phe-tRNAPhe ), pre-bound to the A site of mRNA programmed ribosomes. The chase of GTPase deficient cognate T3 by native cognate T3 was conducted in the absence of aminoglycoside or in
the presence of paromomycin, gentamicin or neomycin (see Materials and
Methods for details).
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Figure 3. The effect of aminoglycosides on the efficiency-accuracy tradeoff. Kinetic efficiency (kcat /Km )c of the reaction of GTP hydrolysis on EFTu·GTP·Phe-tRNAPhe ternary complex reading its cognate UUC codon
was plotted versus accuracy of initial selection for the same ternary complex reading its near-cognate codons in the presence of paromomycin,
gentamicin and neomycin or in their absence (inserts). The intercepts of
straight lines with the accuracy axis (A-value when (kcat /Km )c = 0) give
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the effective selectivity values deI
compiled in Table 1. Panel A: CUC
near-cognate codon; Panel B: UCC near-cognate codon; Panel C: UUA
near-cognate codon.
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similar structural arrangements of the decoding center (45),
neomycin reduces the effective selectivity by a much larger
factor than does paromomycin (Table 2).
Aminoglycoside addition reduces the rate of cognate ternary
complex dissociation from the ribosome
A possible explanation for the observed aminoglycoside
specific reduction of the accuracy of initial selection is a
change in the equilibrium constant connecting the ‘inactive conformation’ of the monitoring bases with their active
conformation in which they contact the codon-anticodon
helix (1,2,14). These contacts are expected to stabilize cognate compared to near-cognate T3 binding (14). To quantify
the magnitude of such aminoglycoside induced stabilization
of cognate T3 binding we studied the effect of aminoglycosides on the mean-time of dissociation of a GTPase deficient ternary complex, T3(H84A), from mRNA programmed
ribosomes with (initiator) fMet-tRNAfMet in P site and cognate UUC (Phe) codon in A site. This ternary complex contained Phe-tRNAPhe , the GTPase deficient EF-Tu mutant,
H84A, (42) and GTP. T3(H84A) was pre-bound to the ribosome and then chased from it by addition of GTPase proficient T3 assembled with native EF-Tu and GTP. The mean
time for T3(H84A) dissociation,τdi ss I , was estimated from the
mean time of fMet-Phe-tRNAPhe dipeptide formation (Figure 4) as described in Materials and Methods. Estimates of
τdi ss I obtained in the absence of aminoglycoside (I = 0) or in
the presence of paromomycin (I = P), gentamicin (I = G) or
neomycin (I = N) are summarized in Table 1 and presented
as ratios τdi ss I /τdi ss0 for I = P, G and N in Table 2. It is seen
nc
nc
that ratios τdi ss I /τdi ss0 are very similar to ratios de0
/deI
for I
= P, G and N (Table 2). From the close similarity of these ratios we propose that the origin of error induction by aminoglycosides is, indeed, a shift of equilibrium of the monitor-
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nci
Table 1. Dissociation time, τdi ss I , of the GTPase deficient cognate ternary complex and effective selectivity, deI
, for different near-cognate codons with
and without drugs

No drug
Dissociation time, τdi ss I (s)
Fold increase by drug
nc1
deI
-value on CUC
Fold decrease by drug
nc2
deI
-value on UCC
Fold decrease by drug
nc3
deI
-value on UUA
Fold decrease by drug

2 ± 0.1
1760 ± 180
5900 ± 970
1200 ± 190

Paromomycin

Gentamicin

Neomycin

26 ± 1
13 ± 1
75 ± 10
23 ± 4
420 ± 76
14 ± 4
111 ± 22
11 ± 3

130 ± 4
65 ± 4
17 ± 4
104 ± 27
103 ± 20
57 ± 15
14.6 ± 0.8
82 ± 14

320 ± 15
160 ± 11
3.9 ± 0.6
451 ± 84
30 ± 5
197 ± 46
9 ± 1.7
133 ± 33

nc
nc
Table 2. Average fold decrease, de0
/deI
, in effective selectivity compared with fold increase in dissociation time, τdi ss I /τdi ss0 , of the GTPase deficient
cognate T3 upon aminoglycoside addition

No drug
Paromomycin
Gentamicin
Neomycin

nc
nc
de0
/deI

τdi ss I /τdi ss0

1
16 ± 2
81 ± 12
260 ± 34

1
13 ± 1
65 ± 4
160 ± 11

ing bases from their inactive to their active states, and that
the underlying relative change in equilibrium constant is the
same for cognate and near-cognate codon–anticodon interactions, as explained in detail in Discussion.
DISCUSSION
Key observations of the present work
• The kinetic efficiency, kcat /Km , of the cognate GTP hydrolysis reaction is unaffected by aminoglycosides but increases four-fold as the free [Mg2+ ] increases from 1.3 to
25 mM (Figure 2, Supplementary Figure S2).
• The corresponding near-cognate kcat /Km -values increase
by orders of magnitude in response to aminoglycoside addition in the low Mg2+ concentration range and increase
further with increasing [Mg2+ ] up to the cognate kcat /Km values (Figure 2, Supplementary Figure S3).
• The efficiency-accuracy trade-off plots (Figure 3) are linear for all near-cognate codons both in the absence and
presence of the aminoglycosides (Figure 3).
• In response to aminoglycoside addition the mean dissociation time of a cognate, GTPase deficient ternary complex increase by the very same aminoglycoside specific
factors (Figure 4, Table 2) as those seen for the decrease
in the accuracy-axis intercepts of the efficiency-accuracy
lines (Figure 3, Table 2).
To account for these key observations we have developed
a kinetic model for initial codon selection by ternary complex.
Kinetic modeling of initial codon selection
Initial selection of ternary complex proceeds through sequential formation of at least three structurally distinct
T3 -bound ribosome complexes (2–4,46). Therefore, realistic modeling of this kinetic process requires a scheme with
at least four steps (47,48), leading from free T3 and free ribosome (R1 ) to GTP hydrolysis in complex C4 (Figure 5).
R1 is here the mRNA-programmed ribosome with a P-site
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peptidyl-tRNA and an empty A site. Binding of T3 to R1
leads to reversible formation of the first T3 -bound complex,
C2 , with association and dissociation rate constants k1 and
q2 , respectively. T3 has the same classical, ‘straight’ conformation in C2 as in its free state (49), and is unable to
make codon-anticodon contact (24,47,50). Therefore rate
constants k1 and q2 are codon unspecific and the same for
cognate and near-cognate T3 . More recently, cryo electron
microscopy (cryo-EM) has confirmed the lack of codonanticodon contact in C2 (structure I or T in the cryo-EM
nomenclature) (46), and shown the decoding center of the
ribosome in C2 to be very similar to that in the mRNAprogrammed ribosomes with P-site tRNA and empty A site
(51). In complex C3 , emerging from C2 with rate constant
k2 , the aa-tRNA of T3 is ‘bent’, allowing for proper codonanticodon contact (52–54), and the 30S subunit has an
‘open’ conformation (14), like in C2 . Complex C3 has been
observed by single molecule FRET (47) and more recently
by cryo-EM (structure II or A*/T in the cryo-EM nomenclature) (46). In C3 there is codon-anticodon contact, monitoring base A1493 is more ordered than in C2 and makes
contact with the codon-anticodon helix, but otherwise the
decoding centers of C2 and C3 are similar (46). Complex C3
may move backward to complex C2 or forward to complex
C4 with rate constants q3x or k3I , respectively, where index x
signifies cognate (c) or near-cognate (nc) codon-anticodon
interaction and index I signifies the absence (I = 0) or presence (I = P,G or N) of drug. Rate constant q3x is determined by the stability of codon-anticodon interaction in
the absence of monitoring base contribution. The rate constant for monitoring bases activation, k3I , increases in response to aminoglycoside addition but is neutral to the cognate or near-cognate status of the codon-anticodon contact.
In complex C4, the interactions between codon-anticodon
helix and monitoring bases A1492, A1493 and G530 are
fully developed (13) and the 30S subunit is ‘closed’ (14) with
monitoring bases G530 and A1492 now hydrogen-bonded
(13,14). Complex C4 , in which the decoding center has similar geometry for cognate and near-cognate tRNAs, has been
observed in structures of the mRNA programmed 70S ribo-
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Figure 5. Four steps scheme of initial codon selection by ternary complex on mRNA programmed ribosomes. R1 is the mRNA-programmed ribosome
with empty A-site and peptidyl-tRNA in the P-site; T3 is free ternary complex. Binding of T3 to R1 results in initial complex C2 in which the anticodon
of aa-tRNA in T3 lacks contact with the mRNA codon. In complex C3 aa-tRNA in T3 is ‘bent’, its anticodon is in contact with the mRNA codon
and monitoring bases A1492, A1493 and G530 are in ‘inactive conformation’. In complex C4 , the monitoring bases are activated and interact with the
codon-anticodon helix promoting a ‘closure’ of the 30S subunit (see main text for details).

some with P- and A- site tRNAs (55,56). In recent cryo-EM
work (46) C4 was visualized also for near-cognate T3 and its
striking similarity with the cognate C4 complex, previously
observed in crystallographic (54) and cryo-EM (57) studies, has been confirmed. Complex C4 moves backward to
x
complex C3 with rate constant q4I
or forward to GTP hyx
drolysis with rate constant k4I . The value of rate constant
x
q4I
for monitoring bases de-activation upon their dissociation from the codon-anticodon helix and ‘re-opening’ of
the 30S subunit depends on the cognate or near-cognate
status of the codon-anticodon interaction and the presence
or absence of aminoglycosides. The equilibrium constants
connecting ribosomal states (C2 , C3 ) and (C3 , C4 ) are dex
x
x
fined as K23
= q3x /k2 and K34I
= q4I
/k3I , respectively. We
stress here that state C4 in Figure 5 is the last ground state
on the pathway to GTP hydrolysis with activation free enx
x
ergy barrierG 4,#
. The GTP hydrolysis rate constant, k4I
x
x
is therefore given by k4I = ν · exp(G 4,# /RT), where ν is
x
barrier accounts
a frequency factor (39) and the G 4,#
for conformational changes in EF-Tu that organize its catalytic center and the chemistry of GTP hydrolysis (42,58).
x
Whether k4I
is neutral or sensitive to the cognate or nearcognate nature of the codon-anticodon contact and the
presence or absence of aminoglycosides will be discussed
below, but first we outline pertinent kinetics and accuracy
characteristics of the codon recognition scheme in Figure 5.
Mg2+ ions and aminoglycosides have orthogonal effects on
the accuracy of initial codon selection
The kcat /Km value for ribosome dependent GTP hydrolysis
in a ternary complex is, firstly, determined by the rate constant, k1 , of T3 association to the ribosome and, secondly,
by the probability, p xI , that formation of initial complex C2
between the ribosome and a cognate (x = c) or near-cognate
(x = nc) T3 leads to GTP hydrolysis on EF-Tu rather than
dissociation of intact T3 from the ribosome (8). The cognate
kcat /Km -value for the kinetic scheme in Figure 5 is given by


kcat c
k1
,
(2)
= k1 p cI =
c
c
Km I
1 + a2 (1 + a3I
(1 + a4I
))
c
c
c
c
where a2 = q2 /k2 , a3I
= q3c /k3I and a4I
= q4I
/k4I
are discard parameters (see SI, Eq. S6, for details). Crystallographic studies have shown that aminoglycoside binding
displaces the monitoring bases A1492 and A1493 from their
binding sites in helix h44 of 16S rRNA greatly favoring
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their active, ‘flipped out’ conformations, in which they interact with the codon-anticodon helix (13,45,59). Aminoglycosides are, therefore, expected to increase the forward
rate constant k3I for monitoring bases binding to the codonanticodon helix. By this mechanism, they decrease both the
c
cognate discard parameter a3I
and the equilibrium constant
c
c
K34I = q4I /k3I between complexes C3 and C4 , thereby shifting their equilibrium further towards C4 . This equilibrium
shift is here observed as an aminoglycoside specific increase
in the mean-time of dissociation of a GTPase deficient T3
originally in cognate complex C4 (Figure 4 and Discussion
below). We note that aminoglycoside dependent reductions
c
in a30
do not affect the cognate (kcat /Km )c parameter at any
2+
Mg concentration (Figure 2 and Supplementary Figure
c
c c
S2). This implies that a30
and the product a30
a40 are much
smaller than one also in the absence of aminoglycosides, so
that their further reduction by aminoglycosides has no effect on the cognate kcat /Km -value and Equation (2) is approximated by:


kcat c
k1
= k1 p cI ≈
(3)
Km I
1 + a2
The lack of sensitivity of the cognate kcat /Km and, hence,
a2 parameter, to aminoglycosides suggests that neither q2
nor k2 is aminoglycoside sensitive. The increase in cognate
kcat /Km -value with increasing [Mg2+ ] can now be explained
by a decrease in the discard parameter a2 caused by decreasing dissociation rate constant q2 . We note that in an early
study of the initial ribosome binding state for T3 , the decrease in K12 = q2 /k1 with increasing [Mg2+ ] was identified
but originally ascribed to increasing association rate constant k1 (60).
Near-cognate kcat /Km -values are given by (see SI, Eq. S6,
for details):


kcat nc
k1
(4)
= k1 p nc
I =
nc
nc ,
Km I
1 + a2 (1 + a3I
(1 + a4I
))
nc
nc
nc
nc
where a3I
= q3nc /k3I and a4I
= q4I
/k4I
are near-cognate
discard parameters. The current accuracy, A, of initial
codon selection is defined by the ratio between cognate and
near-cognate kcat /Km -values (39):

A=

nc
nc
(1 + a4I
))
1 + a2 (1 + a3I
(kcat /Km )c
=
nc
c
c
1 + a2 (1 + a3I (1 + a4I ))
(kcat /Km )

(5)

Accordingly, small a2 -value at high [Mg2+ ] renders low
accuracy of initial codon selection (8,12,24,50), and large
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a2 -value at low [Mg2+ ] renders high accuracy (12), approaching the effective initial codon selectivity, defined as
A in the limit where a2 goes to infinity in Equation (5):
nc
deI
=

nc
nc
(1 + a4I
)
1 + a3I
nc nc
≈ a3I
a4I
c
c
1 + a3I (1 + a4I
)

(6)

nc
The effective selectivity, deI
, can be operationally defined
as the A-axis intercept of a linear efficiency-accuracy plot
nc
(Figure 3) (12). Large values of deI
(Table 1) imply that the
nc
nc
discard parameters a3I
and a4I
are much larger than one,
nc
nc nc
allowing for the simplifying deI
≈ a3I
a4I approximation in
Equation (6).
All efficiency-accuracy plots in the present work are linear both in the presence and absence of aminoglycosides
nc
(Figure 3), implying that neither the deI
-parameter (see
nc
nc
Equation 1) nor the a3I and a4I parameters vary with
changing [Mg2+ ]. It has been suggested that Mg2+ ions and
aminoglycosides affect the accuracy of initial codon selection similarly by occupying the aminoglycoside binding site
in h44, thereby driving the monitoring bases to their ‘flipped
out’, activated conformation (7,11,14). Contrary to these
previous speculations, the present results mean that increasing [Mg2+ ] does not activate A1492 and A1493, and only
reduces the dissociation rate constant q2 . From this follows
that Mg2+ - ions and aminoglycosides affect different steps
of the initial selection process and thus have ‘orthogonal’
modes of action. This conclusion is also in line with the
strikingly different effects of Mg2+ ions and aminoglyconc
sides on the Michaelis-Menten rate constant, kcat
I of the
GTPase reaction for near-cognate ternary complex. That is,
nc
while large [Mg2+ ] variation had only small effect on kcat0
,
nc
paromomycin addition increased kcat0 by more than one order of magnitude (see Supplementary Figure S4).

Aminoglycosides do not affect the intrinsic selectivity of the
ribosome
In the present context (Figure 5) the intrinsic (ultimate) selectivity of the ribosome, Dnc
I , is defined as:
Dnc
I =

nc
nc
a3I
a4I
nc
nc
c · c = D3I · D4I
a3I a4I

(7)

This corresponds to the current accuracy, A, in the limit
c
nc
where discard parameters a4I
and a4I
in Equation (5) go
nc
c
to infinity at unaltered a4I
/a4I
ratio. In this limit the concentrations of the ribosomal complexes in Figure 5 are
in thermodynamic equilibrium not only in near-cognate
but also in cognate cases, so that Dnc
I can be defined in
terms of standard free energies, as in Equation (8) below.
The intrinsic selectivity Dnc
I does not depend on discard panc
nc
c
rameter a2 and, hence, on [Mg2+ ]. Ratios D3I
= a3I
/a3I
nc
nc
c
and D4I = a4I /a4I are the intrinsic selectivity arising from
codon-anticodon interactions alone and the selectivity amplification by activated monitoring bases, respectively. Panc
rameter D4I
, previously ascribed to a ‘geometric’ selectivity amplification (13,14), has more recently been ascribed to
the creation of a water free environment around the codonanticodon helix (61). In this environment the lack of baseto-base H-bonds in near-cognate codon-anticodon helices
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cannot be compensated by base-to-water H-bonds, resulting in a larger standard free energy gap between a nearcognate and a cognate codon-anticodon helix than in bulk
water (39,61).
Recasting Equation (7) in terms of the equilibrium and
rate constants of Figure 5 leads to (see SI, Eq. S20, for details):
Dnc
I =

nc nc
c


K34I k4I
K12 K23
nc
c
c
c
nc = exp (G 1,# − G 1,# )/RT (8)
K12 K23 K34I k4I

It follows that Dnc
I is a fundamental parameter determined by the difference in standard free energy for nearcognate and cognate substrates to reach their transition
states on the enzyme from their free states (39). Dnc
I provides, therefore, an upper, thermodynamic bound for the
accuracy of initial codon selection on the ribosome.
Although aminoglycosides greatly reduce accuracy, A,
nc
and effective selectivity, deI
, of initial codon reading they
leave the intrinsic selectivity, Dnc
I , unaltered. This inference follows from our finding that the factors τdi ss I /τdi ss0
by which aminoglycosides increase the mean dissociation
times, τdi ss I , of cognate, GTPase deficient T3 are very simnc
nc
ilar to the factors de0
/deI
by which they decrease effective
nc
selectivity deI (Table 2). It follows, therefore, that:
d nc
τdi ss I
≈ e0
nc ,
τdi ss0
deI

(9)

for I = P, G and N (Table 2). Taking into account that τdi ss I
can be approximated as (see SI, Eq. S31, for details):
τdi ss I ≈

1
1 + a2
,
c c c ·
a3I
a4I k4I
a2

(10)

one obtains from Equations (6), (7) and (9) that:
nc
Dnc
I ≈ D0

c
k40
c
k4I

(11)

This means, in other words, that the intrinsic selectivity
in the presence of aminoglycosides, Dnc
I=0 , is equal to that
c
c
in their absence, D0nc , multiplied by the ratio k40
/k4I
of cogc
◦
nate GTPase rate constants. At 37 C, the rate constant k40
−1
is larger than 900 s but a precise estimate of its value is
difficult to obtain (44). In line with previous suggestions,
c
we deem it likely that rate constant k40
has been maximized
by optimization of the interaction between rRNA (A2662
in the sarcin-ricin loop) and the GTPase center of EF-Tu
for maximal rate of GTP hydrolysis (46,54,61,62). Furthermore, structures of the mRNA programmed ribosome with
cognate tRNA in the A site or of the 30S subunit with cognate ASLs have shown paromomycin to have but a marginal
effect on the geometry of the decoding center and virtually no effect on the geometry of the codon-anticodon helix (13,14,55,56). To the extent that these structural features pertain also to the ternary complex in state C4 , which
we deem as likely (48), they suggest that aminoglycoside
c
addition leaves the cognate GTPase rate constant k40
unc
c
changed, i.e. k4I = k40 . It then follows from Equation (11)
nc
that Dnc
I = D0 , which means that aminoglycosides greatly
nc
reduce the effective selectivity, deI
, but leave the intrinsic senc
lectivity, DI , of the ribosome unaltered.
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How aminoglycosides reduce the effective selectivity of initial
codon reading
nc
-values by aminoglycosides
To see how the reduction of deI
(Table 2) comes about we recast Equation (6) in terms of
equilibrium and rate constants (see SI, Eq. S16, for details):
nc
nc nc
nc
deI
≈ a3I
a4I = K34I
·

q3nc
nc
k4I

(12)

Further, from Equation (10) it follows that τdi ss I /τdi ss0 =
c
c
K340
/K34I
(see SI, Eq. S32, for details) and then from Equations (9) and (12) that:
c
K340
c
K34I

≈

nc
K340
nc
K34I

·

nc
k4I
nc ,
k40

(13)

Here the left hand side corresponds to τdi ss I/ τdi ss0 and the
nc
nc
right hand side to de0
/deI
in Equation (9). Accordingly, the
nc
deI reduction may be due to a decrease in the equilibrium
nc
nc
constant K34I
, an increase in the rate constant, k4I
or a combination thereof.
c
c
In the previous section we concluded that k4I
= k40
, but
what about the near-cognate GTPase rate constants appearing in Equation (13)? An answer to this question is provided by crystallographic data showing virtually no structural changes of the decoding center or the geometry of the
codon-anticodon helix in state C4 in response to aminoglycoside addition in near-cognate cases (51,56). Following the
same logic as in the previous section we propose from these
structural data that aminoglycosides leave not only cognate but also near-cognate GTPase rate constants unaltered
nc
nc
(k4I
≈ k40
). Then, it follows from Equation (13) that aminonc
c
glycosides reduce equilibrium constants K340
and K340
by
nc
the very same factor. The de0
-value reductions are then
completely explained by the aminoglycoside-induced reducnc
nc
tions in K340
at unaffected k40
.
nc
nc
The premise k4I
≈ k40
leads, however, to an apparent
nc
c
problem: if aminoglycosides only affect K340
and K340
how
then can paromomycin increase the Michaelis-Menten connc
stant, kcat0
, of the near-cognate GTP hydrolysis reaction
from about 6 s−1 to about 80 s−1 (see Supplementary Figx
ure S4)? To explain this result we first note that kcat
I for the
scheme in Figure 5 is given by (see SI, Eq. S8, for details):

x
kcat
I = 1/

1
1
1
x
x
x
(1 + a3I
(1 + a4I
)) +
(1 + a4I
)+ x
k2
k3I
k4I



(14)

c
c
In cognate cases the discard parameters a30
and a40
are
much smaller than one and decrease further upon aminoglycoside addition, so that:


1
1
1
c
kcat I ≈ 1/
(15)
+
+ c ,
k2
k3I
k40
c
c
where we used that k4I
= k40
(see above in Discussion). This
c
suggests that the cognate kcat
I will display but a moderate
increase in response to aminoglycoside addition due to increased k3I -value. In near-cognate cases, in contrast, the disnc
nc
card parameters a30
and a40
are much larger than one but
become greatly reduced by aminoglycosides. These features
nc
explain (see Equation 14) why kcat0
is so much smaller than
c
nc
kcat0
and why aminoglycosides greatly increase kcat0
at unnc
nc
altered k4I ≈ k40 . It also follows (see SI, Eq. S10, for de-
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nc
nc
nc
≈ k40
the increase in kcat0
by aminoglytails) that when k4I
cosides is near proportional to the aminoglycoside-induced
nc
nc
decrease in de0
. Indeed, the 14-fold increase in kcat0
by paro−1
−1
momycin (from 6 s to about 80 s ) is close to the 16 fold
nc
decrease in de0
by this drug (Table 2).
nc
Above we concluded that the reduction in deI
by aminonc
glycosides is caused by a reduction in K34I
(see Equation
nc
12). It follows from Equations (6) and (7) that deI
can also
be written as:
nc
nc nc
c c
nc c
deI
≈ a3I
a4I = Dnc
I (a3I a4I ) = DI a I

(16)

nc
deI

at unalEquation (16) implies that any reduction in
tered Dnc
must
be
mirrored
by
a
corresponding
reduction
I
c c
in the combined discard parameter a cI = a3I
a4I for cognate
2+
codon reading. At 2.3 mM free [Mg ], at which the dissociation times, τdi ss I , for GTPase deficient cognate T3 were
measured (Table 1) the discard parameter a2 ≈ 1 (28). Also
c
taking into account that τdi ss0 ≈2 s (Table 1) and k40
> 900
s−1 (44) Equation (10) can be used to estimate an upper
bound for a0c as 10−3 . This means that the fraction of the
intrinsic selectivity that is expressed in the effective selectivity is smaller than 1 per mille and that aminoglycosides
reduce this remarkably small fraction even further. We note
that these extremely small values of a0c and a cI can be traced
to the near irreversibility of the cognate reaction upon formation of codon-anticodon contact in state C3 . With a0c =
UCC
10−3 and de0
= 5700 (Table 1) and use of Equation (16)
UCC
we estimate D0UCC ≈ de0
/a0c as 5.7. 106 . This value is surprisingly high and, yet, in good agreement with the value
D0UCC = 2.7 ×106 calculated from the rate constants of initial selection, as reported by Rodnina and collaborators (7)
and also with the value of D0UCC in the range 0.6 × 106 – 3.4
× 106, as estimated from molecular dynamic simulations by
Åqvist et al. (61) for T3 with Phe-tRNAPhe reading its nearcognate UCC codon.
Past results in the context of the present study
Ramakrishnan and co-workers measured the effect of paromomycin (Par) on the affinity of anticodon stem-loop
(ASL) constructs to 70S ribosomes programmed with short
mRNA analogues (14). They found that Par increased the
ribosome affinity to a cognate ASL about 15-fold (14), similar to the Par induced increase in dissociation time of a
GTPase-deficient cognate T3 from the 70S ribosome observed here (Table 2). They also found that the effect of Par
on near-cognate ASLs was insignificant (14). Also the latter result is perfectly in line with the present data, provided
nc
that the equilibrium constant K34I
remained considerably
larger than one after a 15-fold decrease in response to Par
addition (see SI, Eq. S40, for details).
Rodnina and collaborators used fast kinetics and T3 s
with fluorescence labeled tRNA to study the effects of Par
on codon reading (30). These studies were conducted with a
low fidelity (LoFi) buffer (7), which lacked the polyamines
required for cell-free protein synthesis of physiological relevance (23,24,27,63–65). Since there was virtually no initial
nc
codon selection either with or without Par (i.e.Anc
P ≈ A0 ≈
1), the effects of Par on the elemental rate constants they observed (30) could not be related to the Par-induced decrease
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in the accuracy of initial selection that occurs under physiological conditions. Namely, under conditions where the accuracy of our in vitro translation matches that in vivo (28),
Par decreased the accuracy of initial selection on the UCC
codon by a Phe-tRNAPhe containing T3 from AUCC
≈ 2900
0
down to AUCC
≈ 200 (Figure 3B). We also note that while
P
we used a four state scheme to describe initial codon selection (Figure 5), Rodnina and collaborators used a threestate scheme (Equation 17) to describe the same process. In
essence, this amounts to a contraction of our states C3 and
C4 in Figure 5 to a single state C34 , in which the distinction
between active and inactive monitoring bases is blurred:
k1

k2

kx

e3I
−−−
−−−
R1 + T3 ←−
−−→
−− C2 ←−
−−→
−− C34 −−→

q2

(17)

x
qe3I

Rodnina et al. concluded that Par decreased k2 in both
cognate and near-cognate cases about trice (30). It can also
be calculated from their elemental rate constants (Table 2
in (30)) that because of this k2 reduction the MichaelisMenten constant kcat of the near-cognate GTP hydrolysis
reaction was increased by Par only slightly, from 30 s−1 to
34 s−1 . From the present data follows that k2 was insensitive to aminoglycosides, and that Par induced an increase in
the near-cognate kcat -value for GTP-hydrolysis from 6 to 80
s−1 (Supplementary Figure S4). One explanation for these
discrepancies could be their low temperature (20◦ C) and
polyamine deficient conditions compared to our high temperature (37◦ C) and polyamine proficient conditions. Another explanation could be the approximate nature of the
elemental rate constant estimations from their fluorescence
based data (see Supplementary Discussion for details).
Rodnina and collaborators also concluded that Par denc
creased the near-cognate dissociation rate constant qe30
−1
(their k-2 ) in Equation (17) from 17 to 3.5 s and innc
creased the near-cognate GTPase rate constant ke30
(their
−1
k3 ) from 50 to about 500 s at unchanged cognate GTc
Pase rate constant ke30
(about 500 s−1 ) (30). Concerning
Par-induced changes in these parameters, we first note that
nc
nc
qe3I
and ke3I
in Equation (17) are related to the elemental
rate and equilibrium constants of the scheme in Figure 5
nc
nc
nc
nc
nc
nc
as qe3I
= q3nc K34I
/(K34I
+ 1) and ke3I
= k4I
/(K34I
+ 1), respectively (see SI, Eq. S44, for details). A large reduction
nc
in K340
by Par leads, therefore, directly to a large decrease
nc
nc
in qe30 and a large increase in ke30
even at unaltered nearnc
nc
cognate GTPase rate constant k4I
= k40
. It is, we propose,
the contraction of the four-state kinetic scheme in Figure 5
to the three-state scheme in Equation (17) that is the main
reason for the apparent discrepancy between the present
nc
conclusion that Par has no effect on k40
and only decreases
nc
equilibrium constant K340 for monitoring bases activation
and the previous conclusion that Par increases the nearcognate GTPase rate constant by an order of magnitude
(30,32).
The role of induced fit in initial codon selection
The notion of induced fit generally refers to reorganization
of the catalytic center of an enzyme in response to substrate
binding (38,39). The present four-state scheme (Figure 5)
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describes an induced fit mechanism of initial codon selection in which the binding of cognate and near-cognate T3 s
lead to similar reorganizations of the ribosome decoding
center. In this respect the present mechanism differs significantly from previously suggested induced fit mechanisms of
initial codon selection, as explained below.
We first note that in the absence of drugs the compounded
x
GTPase rate constant ke30
in the contracted scheme of
x
x
x
Equation (17) is approximated by ke30
= k40
/(K340
+ 1) (see
SI, Eq. S44, for details). Accordingly, even in the case when
nc
c
nc
k40
≈ k40
, the comparatively small values observed for ke30
(7,24,41) are easily explained by comparatively large values
nc
c
of K340
>> K340
. Those reflect a comparatively large standard free energy cost for binding of the monitoring bases
A1492, A1493 and G530 to a near-cognate compared to a
cognate codon-anticodon helix and concomitant ‘closure’
of the 30S subunit (14). In contrast, Rodnina and collabonc
rators explained small ke30
values by suggesting that GTP
hydrolysis in near-cognate cases occurs in the ‘open’ state
of the 30S subunit with inactive monitoring bases, i.e. in
a state corresponding to C3 in Figure 5 (24,40). This ‘induced fit’ mechanism favors cognate in relation to nearcognate T3 s (38) by allowing only cognate T3 s to reach state
C4 and from there proceed to GTP hydrolysis via an optimal transition state. Near-cognate T3 s, in contrast, are only
able to reach state C3 , from which they proceed to a suboptimal transition state for GTP hydrolysis (1,14,24,40). It
has also been suggested that aminoglycosides greatly reduce the standard free energy cost to reach state C4 from
state C3 thereby redirecting near-cognate T3 s to follow the
pathway of cognate T3 s to rapid GTP hydrolysis via state
C4 (1,66). This particular induced fit mechanism was challenged by crystal structures of the mRNA programmed ribosome with near-cognate, deacylated tRNAs in their A
sites (51,56,67–70) and more recently by cryo-EM structures of near-cognate ternary complexes bound to mRNA
programmed ribosomes (46). These structures demonstrate
that even in the absence of drugs near-cognate T3 can reach
state C4 in Figure 5 with a near-cognate codon-anticodon
helix in authentic contact with the monitoring bases and the
30S subunit closed around the ASL of the tRNA. The implication here is that cognate and near-cognate T3 can proceed to GTP hydrolysis via structurally very similar ground
states in C4 and, hence, have very similar transition state free
c
energy barriers for GTP hydrolysis (i.e. G nc
4,# = G 4,# ). In
this new picture, similar to that suggested by Åqvist and colnc
c
≈ k40
but the standard free energy cost
laborators (61), k40
to reach the pre-GTP hydrolysis state C4 is much higher for
nc
c
near-cognate than cognate T3 . Moreover, when k40
≈ k40
, it
nc
c
nc
follows from Equation (8) that G 1,# − G 1,# = G 2,4I −
G c2,4I (see SI, Eq. S21 for details). Since in state C2 cognate
and near-cognate T3 s have the same standard free energy,
it also follows that the intrinsic selectivity Dnc
I is solely determined by the difference in standard free energy between
near-cognate and cognate T3 s in state C4 . Thus, induced fit
per se does not conjure increased intrinsic selectivity Dnc
I
(39).
Now, if the intrinsic, ultimate, selectivity, Dnc
I , is unaffected by induced fit, what about the effective selectivity,
nc
nc
deI
? To answer this question we recast Equation (12) for deI
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(see SI, Eq. S16, for details) in the form:
nc
nc nc
≈ K23
K34I
deI

k2
k2
nc
nc = nc · exp(G 2,4I /RT)
k4I
k4I

(18)

nc
ratio, the effective selecIt is seen that at a constant k2 /k4I
nc
tivity deI
increases with increasing G nc
2,4I gap size. We further note that in state C2 of the present induced fit model
(Figure 5) there is no codon-anticodon contact, monitoring bases are inactive and the 30S subunit is in the open
form. It is only in state C4 the three conditions for GTP hydrolysis are fulfilled, i.e. codon-anticodon contact is established, monitoring bases are all active and the 30S subunit
closed. This implies that the near-cognate standard free energy cost, G nc
2,4I , to move from state C2 to state C4 is comparatively large (2,14), and, hence, according to Equation
nc
-value is also comparatively large. In contrast, in a
(18), deI
hypothetical situation without induced fit, the monitoring
bases could be activated and the 30S subunit closed already
in state C2 in the absence of the codon-anticodon contact.
Accordingly, without the induced fit, the near-cognate standard free energy gap G nc
2,4I from state C2 to C4 would be
nc
-value also smaller and the frequency of inismaller, the deI
tial codon selection errors would be larger. In general, the
more similar the structures of the decoding center in states
C2 and C4 , the smaller the free energy gap, G nc
2,4I , and the
nc
-value, the error induction by aminoglycosmaller the deI
sides described here being a special case of this general principle.
Another inference from the statement that G nc
2,4I is the
nc
main determinant of the effective selectivity, deI (Equation 18) is that the existence of an intermediate state C3 ,
with codon-anticodon contact in an aqueous environment
(Figure 5), or of other putative states between C2 and
nc
C4 , will not affect the deI
-value. It follows, therefore, that
the induced fit mechanism without state C3 proposed by
Yusupov/Yusupova and collaborators (51,67) has the same
nc
effective selectivity deI
as the mechanism in Figure 5, pronc
vided that the k2 /k4I
ratio and G nc
2,4I are the same. In their
mechanism the rearrangement of the decoding center proceeds directly from state C2 to C4 as the A-site tRNA bends
and its ASL enters the decoding center. In particular, they
suggested that the entering ASL disrupts the stacking between A1492 and A1913, thereby activating A1492 to interact with the second position of the codon-anticodon helix (51,67). Subsequently, interaction between G530 and activated A1492 induces ribosome closure for both cognate
and near-cognate T3 s alike, so that the codon-anticodon
contact occurs in the water-free environment of state C4
(67). In cognate cases this contact is stable and complex C4
rapidly moves forward to GTP hydrolysis. In near-cognate
cases this contact is unstable and complex C4 rapidly moves
backward to complex C2 (51,67). However attractive, this
‘direct induced fit’ mechanism seems to be at odds with a
recent cryo-EM study, in which state C3 was directly observed (46). It is tempting to speculate that the intermediate
state C3 confers a kinetic advantage to the mechanism in
Figure 5 by providing an indirect but faster route from C2
to C4 that avoids a predictably difficult ‘one step’ water expulsion from the ‘tight and rigid’ decoding center (51) by
the incoming ASL of tRNA (14).
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In summary, we suggest that initial codon selection benefits from an induced fit mechanism which increases the effective selectivity, current accuracy and speed of codon reading at unaltered intrinsic selectivity of the ribosome. By this
mechanism (Figure 5), aminoglycosides reduce the effective
selectivity and the current accuracy of initial codon selection by an equal reduction of the standard free energy cost
for ribosome movement from state C2 to state C4 in cognate
and near-cognate cases.
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